WATCH YOUR VOTING MACHINE on November 4!

Pennsylvania’s voting machines are nine years old, near the end of their expected life, and need to be replaced. As these computers get old, they become more likely to have problems on Election Day. If a voting machine displays any behavior that does not seem right, here are the steps you should take:

1) Do NOT press the "vote" button (once you do that, you have cast a ballot and will not be able to vote again!)

2) Get the Judge of Elections and other precinct officials to come over to the machine and observe what it is doing:
   - If something does not seem right, don’t let anyone tell you the machine is OK or brush you off.
   - Take notes about the problem. Ask the precinct officials to take notes too. Get the names and contact info for all people who observed the problem. Get the serial number of the offending machine if you can, or at least take note of its position in the room. If allowed, take a photo and/or video of the malfunction.
   - Ask the precinct officials to cancel your ballot, move you to another machine, and remove the offending machine from service.
   - Before you leave, have someone take a video of you outside the polling place telling your story. Give lots of detail about what happened while it is fresh in your mind. And tell other voters in line and people outside the poll which machine was malfunctioning, so they can demand to vote on another machine.

3) CALL THE VotePA HOTLINE 717-884-VOTE (717-884-8386)
   Leave a message with your location, what went wrong with the machine, and time of day it happened. Please add your name and callback number so we can reach you to learn more. We need your report so we can work to end these problems in future elections!

WATCH YOUR VOTING MACHINE – tell the Gov!

To avoid problems like this in future elections we need to replace our old touchscreen and pushbutton voting machines very soon -- before they wear out completely.

But Pennsylvania has lagged behind other states. Over 70% of voters nationally now use state of the art scanners & paper ballots that can be meaningfully audited & recounted.

Make sure that the next Governor and all our State Reps and Senators in Harrisburg know that PA’s voting machines need attention.

Whoever wins on November 4, our next Governor and state officials need to help Pennsylvania move to more modern and secure voting systems. Failure to act promptly will mean that voting machine failures in our future elections will happen.

Will YOUR vote be the one that gets lost or miscounted?

Learn more at www.VotePA.us